ABSTRACT: Changes of water state within the pore structure of cement paste due to temperature changes are followed by means of 1 H nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) relaxation analysis. The study shows that, with increasing temperature, the signal due to water contained in the smallest C−S−H interlayer spaces decreases while that from the larger gel pores, and to a lesser extent from the capillary pores, increases. On cooling, the opposite behavior is observed with complete reversibility. The observed changes in water populations appear to be instantaneous compared to the rate of temperature change in the samples. These changes are postulated to be responsible for macroscopically observed changes of relative humidity in pores during heating/cooling and are therefore key in understanding thermal deformations of cement-based materials. It is evident that the previous hypothesis of microstructural delayed water transport being responsible for macrostructural delayed thermal deformations can be rejected. Different microstructural mechanisms are discussed that could explain the redistribution in water signals, namely, water migration and pore rearrangement mechanisms.
INTRODUCTION
Thermal deformations are one of the major causes of cracking of concrete. The risk of cracking depends on thermal stresses that build up as thermal deformations are restrained either due to so-called self-restraint, resulting from temperature gradients, or due to external restraint. The tendency of the material to deform due to the temperature change plays a critical role in the buildup of thermal stresses. The susceptibility of concrete to thermal deformations is usually quantified by means of the coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE) that expresses strain (expansion on heating or contraction on cooling) due to unit temperature change, [(m/m)/°C]. By definition, the CTE refers to instantaneous deformations following temperature changes. However, it has been found repeatedly that thermal deformations of cement-based materials are time dependent. 1−3 A sudden temperature change causes an immediate deformation followed by a delayed deformation.
Thermal deformations of cement-based mortar or concrete depend primarily upon the thermal deformations and elastic properties of the material components, i.e., aggregates and cement paste. 4 The thermal deformations of the aggregate part are usually constant in time and unaffected by the environment, and their contribution to the overall CTE can be predicted with, e.g., composite models. 4, 5 The cement paste is much more challenging. This is mainly due to the dependence of the CTE upon the moisture state of the material that changes both during hydration and drying/wetting cycles, as has been repeatedly reported. 2,6−8 The CTE of cement paste is lowest at full saturation of the pores. With decreasing degree of saturation down to about 50% relative humidity (RH) the CTE increases significantly. 8−11 It has been suggested by Sellevold and Bjøntegaard 2 and recently shown quantitatively by Wyrzykowski and Lura 8 that the evolution of the CTE in cement paste at early age, manifested by a considerable increase in the first days of hydration, is in major part (if not exclusively) due to the desaturation of the pores, whereas the net effect of hydration after set is negligible. However, the actual physical mechanisms are still debated.
The following mechanisms have been proposed 2 to explain the overall thermal deformation of cement paste, and in particular its dependence upon moisture state:
Mechanism i: Dif ferential Thermal Expansion-Driven Changes. Thermal dilation of solids and pore fluid causes immediate expansion upon heating. In saturated pores, the higher expansion of the pore fluid compared to the solids leads to buildup of fluid pressure, which causes migration of the pore fluid to empty spaces: that is, to empty pores inside the sample or to sample boundaries. In this regard, the effect involves macroscopic transport of pore fluid. Consequently, after an initial overshoot expansion, delayed contraction is observed; see refs 3 and 12. On cooling, the opposite takes place. The delayed deformation effect caused by greater expansion of pore fluid compared to solids is greatest at a high degree of saturation. The effect can be negligible, or happen very fast, and be therefore counted as immediate, in unsaturated conditions. Mechanism ii: Dif ferential Entropy-Driven Changes. Bazǎnt 1 and later Sellevold and Bjøntegaard 2 proposed that the migration of water from gel to capillary pores during heating is due to differences in entropy of the two water populations. Thus, this effect is expected to take place at the microstructural level only and be independent of sample size. The original discussion was based on the classical Powers model. 13 While this is different from more recently proposed microstructural models, e.g., 14 concepts carry across. According to refs 1 and 2, the entropy of water in the smallest, gel spaces, S gel , is lower than in larger capillary pores, S cap . This is because the entropy of water decreases with increasing strength of the water−solid interaction (as evidenced for cement-based systems 15 ). The change of chemical potential, μ i , of a given water population i is dμ i = −S i dT + p dV i . 1 Assuming that both water populations have the same thermal dilation coefficient, and therefore dV gel = dV cap , a sudden temperature increase will set up a higher chemical potential in the gel water than in the capillary water, with the difference given by Δμ gel−cap = (S cap − S gel ) dT. Mechanism iii: Relative Humidity-Driven Changes. The RH in partially saturated pores increases upon heating and decreases (reversibly) upon cooling. The change causes additional hygral swelling or shrinkage, respectively. As pointed out in ref 2, this effect is at least partially linked to water redistribution as described in mechanism ii, since migration of water to larger pores increases the saturation of these pores. In consequence, the Kelvin radius increases and with that the RH also. The RH change caused by temperature change and the effect on overall CTE was first studied quantitatively in ref 7 , and the thermodynamical analysis has been presented in refs 2, 8, and 15. Sellevold and Bjøntegaard 2 as well as other researchers, e.g., see refs 7 and 15, propose that the main physical mechanism responsible for RH increase upon heating is expansion of water in ink-bottle capillary reservoirs, leading to movement of water toward widening ink-bottle entrances. However, to date, there has been no quantified analysis of water redistribution or of the role played by ink-bottle pores in the thermal deformations. The first important difference regarding the mechanisms listed above is the fact that mechanism i is of a macroscopic nature (it involves macroscopic transport of water), while mechanisms ii and iii take place at the microstructural level.
Based on parallel measurements of quasi-immediate (about half-hour time resolution) thermal deformation and RH change accompanying temperature change, it was shown in ref 8 that mechanism iiiRH increase upon heatingis a major mechanism responsible for increase of CTE at reduced saturation. Given that the RH increase accompanying heating (or RH decrease on cooling) is known, the component of the CTE due to this mechanism was predicted based on models of poroelasticity. 7, 8 The overall CTE of cement paste can be then estimated by adding in the pure thermal dilation of solids.
Mechanisms similar to those listed above were previously proposed by Bazǎnt.
1 However, Bazǎnt argued that all three mechanisms contribute to both instantaneous (CTE) and delayed thermal deformations, while according to Sellevold and Bjøntegaard 2 only mechanisms i and ii contribute to the delayed part of the thermal deformations, and they distinguish mechanism iii as a separate mechanism. In our discussion we focus on mechanisms ii and iii.
The purpose of this study is to shed light on the origins of thermal deformation and in particular their dependence upon the moisture state. To that end, the populations of water confined in different microstructural elements of cement paste were measured quasi-continuously during stepwise temperature changes up and down between 20 and 38°C. The measurements are made using 1 H nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) with T 2 relaxation time analysis. As shown by numerous recent studies, e.g., see refs 14 and 16−20, this method is especially powerful for the study of water in small pores, since it enables in situ, nondestructive, and noninvasive analysis, with the pore water itself serving as the probe. In particular, recent measurements 14 revealed four different populations of pore water in cement paste (also referred to as mobile water): C−S−H interlayer water (confined in about 1 nm spaces between the backbone C−S−H sheets), water confined in gel pores (spaces of a few nanometers between the stacks of the C−S−H sheets), and interhydrate and capillary pore water. Muller et al. 21 defined interhydrate pores as those pores of the smallest class (few 10s of nanometers) filled with water that did not appear to be an intrinsic part of the C−S−H as their total volume decreased with hydration. They might, for instance, be spaces between single C−S−H needles. Capillary pores are resolved as spaces of a couple of 100s of nanometers. In addition water chemically combined (solid water) in nanocrystalline phases such as portlandite can be resolved.
The measurements were performed on white cement paste samples of different water-to-cement mass ratios (w/c) and conditioned at different RH conditions to enable the study of different microstructures and residual hygral states.
METHODS
2.1. Materials and Mixing. Cement paste samples were prepared with rapid-hardening, low-C 3 A, low-C 4 AF white Portland cement, CEM I 52.5R. This cement was selected instead of ordinary (gray) Portland cement because of low ettringite and AFm phases content in hardened paste; these phases can distort the magnetic field and worsen the NMR signal as reported in ref 20 . Deionized water was used for mixing. The pastes were prepared at w/c of: 0.25, 0.40, and 0.50. In the case of w/c 0.25, polycarboxylatebased liquid superplasticizer (VC 20HE by Sika) replaced part of the mixing water in an amount of 0.4% by mass of cement.
Samples Preparation and Conditioning.
A primary batch of cement pastes was mixed in a 0.5 L vacuum mixer (Renfert) in order to minimize the amount of entrapped air voids and obtain homogeneous samples. Fresh cement paste was poured into hermetic plastic containers of 50 mm internal diameter in a layer of about 50 mm height. At the age of 16 ± 1 h, the samples were cored under water with a hardened steel bore to obtain cylinders of 7.5 mm (+0.01 mm/−0.5 mm) diameter and 10 mm (±1.0 mm) height. Different curing conditions were applied enabling studying samples of different internal RH. Directly after coring, the w/c 0.40 and 0.50 cylinders were immersed in a small quantity of limewater (underwater curing). The w/c 0.25 cylinders were sealed in plastic boxes (sealed curing); this condition was found to be more appropriate for such low w/c, owing to their low permeability. Samples were then cured under these conditions for 28 days. It should be noted that the nominally saturated samples (w/c 0.40 and 0.50) probably contained some empty pores, since water likely was unable to penetrate all large capillary pores that emptied due to self-desiccation or any remaining air voids. 22 The air voids were quantified with optical microscopy on polished sections of w/c 0.40 paste as constituting only 0.03% of the paste volume. To mitigate against possible artifacts arising from imperfect saturation caused by late starting of the underwater curing, a second batch of w/c 0.40 cement paste was mixed and cast in a layer just 1−2 mm thick, onto which a small quantity of limewater was poured just 1.5 h after casting (note that setting took place around 6 h after casting). From this sample, thin disks of 7 mm diameter were cut at 28 days and a stack of five disks was used for the NMR measurement.
All samples were tested immediately after the initial 28 days of curing (saturated for w/c 0.40 and 0.50 and sealed for w/c 0.25). Additionally, after 28 days underwater curing, some samples from the primary w/c 0.40 paste batch were further conditioned at different RHs for periods from 30 days (at the highest RH, 94.6% RH) to up to 12 months to allow mass equilibration before measurement. This was done by placing the samples in desiccators over different saturated salt solutions with the following nominal equilibrium RH at 20°C: KNO 3 , 94.6% RH; KCl, 85.1% RH; NaCl, 75.5% RH; Mg(NO 3 ) 2 , 54.4% RH; CaCl 2 , 33.0% RH; and over silica gel (0−2% RH measured). The desiccators were flushed with nitrogen to avoid carbonation of the samples. The samples were weighed at each significant point of the program.
The possible further hydration in the samples stored in the desiccators was assumed as negligible. This was primarily due to the already high hydration degree (and therefore negligible kinetics of hydration) reached before, i.e., during the initial 28 days of underwater storage. Further, according to a recent study 23 hydration virtually ceases at about 80% RH. Therefore, only the samples stored at the highest RH (95% RH) could be affected by the continuing hydration effect. However, these particular series of samples could reach mass equilibrium very fast, and they were measured with the NMR already 30 days after storage in the desiccators. Moreover, another indication that the effect was likely negligible is that the amount of interlayer water in the samples conditioned at 95% RH was not considerably different (not higher) than those conditioned at 85% RH (with virtually stopped hydration); see Figure 6 .
2.3. Sample Handling and Temperature Control in the NMR Measurement. A common measuring procedure with a benchtop NMR instrument consists of placing each sample in a dedicated glass NMR tube with 10 mm internal diameter. 15, 19, 21 The tube is sealed and positioned vertically in the magnet such that the bottom part containing the sample is in the NMR sensor coil and the top (sealed) end projects out of the device; see Figure 1 . A glass rod is also placed in the tube to fill most of the free volume and the tube is sealed with paraffin film. In the case of the temperature study here, where only the lower part of the tube inside the instrument is heated, such an arrangement is inappropriate because there is a temperature gradient (and therefore also RH gradient) along the length of the tube. This would inevitably lead to drying of the sample and condensation of moisture at the top of the tube. 24 To limit this effect, the samples were additionally enclosed in miniature PCTFE holders (see photograph in Figure 1 ). The holders had an internal diameter of 7.5 mm, only slightly greater than that of the samples. The wall thickness was 0.45 mm. The PCTFE containers were closed with fitted plugs sealed with a PTFE tape. PCTFE is a very efficient moisture barrier used commonly in pharmaceutical packaging. 25 Additionally both PCTFE and PTFE contain no hydrogen and are therefore NMR transparent: a property that was confirmed experimentally. The samples within PCTFE containers were then used in glass NMR tubes as normal. By these means, the moisture sealing of the sample was enclosed within the area of homogeneous magnetic and temperature fields. Notwithstanding, a small loss of mass from the samples was still observed, especially for the water-saturated samples. However, it never exceeded 0.6% by sample mass, which corresponds to about 3.0% of all the water mass, and was usually much less.
The temperature in the sample compartment was maintained by a variable temperature probe head equipped with an external, programmable, temperature-controlled water bath and insulated water circulation system. The temperature could be changed rapidly between long (usually 12 h) isothermal holds at 20 ± 0.3 and 38 ± 0.3°C. The actual sample temperature and the heating and cooling rates were checked using a companion sample of saturated w/c 0.40 cement paste with thermocouples embedded in it. Reaching the prescribed H NMR measurements were carried out at 7.5 MHz using a benchtop minispec mq spectrometer by Bruker. The device was calibrated using saturated copper sulfate solution as a reference, and the calibrated settings were checked before each measurement.
The mobile water present in the samples was resolved and divided into different populations characteristic for different pore sizes by using the Carr−Purcell−Meiboom−Gill (CPMG) pulse sequence 20 . The 1 H T 2 (spin−spin) decays comprised 256 log-spaced echoes from 0.06 to 12 ms. For each scan, 1024 averages were usually recorded. The π/2 pulse length was equal to 2.94 μs. The recycle delay (counted from the end of a pulse sequence to the start of the next sequence) was equal to 0.75 s. The time interval between each recorded data set was around 24 min. This is the same instrument and protocol as used in ref 21 .
In addition, for some samples, a quadrature-echo (QE) sequence was also run. This allowed the fraction of hydrogen bound in nanocrystalline hydration products (portlandite and ettringite) with short T 2 relaxation time to be measured and hence allowed complete quantification of the water in different environments. Pulse gaps in the range τ = 15−45 μs were used. For each scan 256 averages were collected, and the recycle delay was equal to 0.75 s, yielding a time interval between consecutive measurements equal to about 20 min. Again, the instrument and protocol follow. 21 2.5. Processing of the NMR Data. The data were automatically phased by the spectrometer, and the real component of the signal was used throughout the analysis. The signals of the empty glass tube and of the PCTFE sample holder were not considerably higher than the noise level, see Figure 2a , and showed no significant difference when measured at 20 or 38°C. The signal of the empty probe was thus averaged from 36 complete measurement cycles acquired over 16 h at both 20 and 38°C and was subtracted from the raw data of the cement pastes before further processing.
The signals of the QE sequence were decomposed into solid and mobile liquid fractions, using Gauss and exponential curve fitting, respectively, and were extrapolated to zero pulse gap using exponential curve fitting.
One of the common ways of retrieving the T 2 distribution from the CPMG echo decays is through inverse Laplace transformation (ILT), using the algorithm proposed in ref 26; see, e.g., refs 16, 20, and 21. This method however requires high signal-to-noise ratio (S/N), usually much above (300− 400):1. This condition was not always met in the current study, especially for unsaturated samples. Notwithstanding, it was clear that the T 2 relaxation time distribution agreed well with previously published data, e.g., see ref 16 , and that the peak positions corresponding to different water populations were stable between consecutive scans, as shown in Figure 4a .
In such circumstances, a constrained multiexponential curve fit may be successfully and meaningfully applied, similarly as in ref 27 . The multiexponential curve fit procedure consists of a least-squares fit to
where I mob (t) is the total signal intensity due to the mobile water fraction detected by the CPMG experiment, t is the decay time from the first π/2 pulse, I i is the intensity of the ith component, and T 2,i is the corresponding relaxation time. Based The Journal of Physical Chemistry C Article on the literature 16, 21, 27 and on our observations from the ILT results, the mobile water fraction was split into n = 4 components, namely, water in C−S−H interlayer spaces, water in gel pores, water in interhydrate spaces, and water in large capillary pores/cracks. Further, the relaxation times T 2,i corresponding to the four water populations were constrained according to the results presented in Table 1 for samples measured directly after 28 days curing. For the w/c 0.40 paste undergoing further desaturation (conditioned at different RHs), the peak positions were constrained at each RH level independently, according to the values as presented in Figure  4b .
T 2,i were assumed to be independent of temperature because no significant differences were observed in the ILT peaks' positions from data recorded before and after temperature changes in saturated samples (see section 3.1 and Figure 4a ). An exemplary data set and fitting are presented in Figure 2a for a saturated sample of w/c 0.40 cement paste using log−log scales. In Figure 2b , the same data and fit are shown decomposed into the separated T 2 components on linear−log scales.
2.6. Validation of the NMR Method. NMR as a method for studying microstructural properties and the state of water in cement paste has previously been validated in a number of studies, e.g., see refs 16 and 27. Section 2.6.1 repeats key elements of this basic validation for the current study. In section 2.6.2 the focus is put on validating the method applied during temperature changes. Section 2.6.3 considers error (repeatability and noise).
2.6.1. Resolving of Water by NMR. Similarly to refs 16 and 28, signal loss with mass during desorption was first checked. The normalized total NMR signal as a function of normalized mass for a series of samples (obtained from a single mixing) undergoing desorption is shown in Figure 3 . In this plot, unity corresponds to a sample after underwater curing (from 16 h until 28 days from casting). Each sample in the series was conditioned independently at a given RH (following initial underwater curing for 28 days). For the NMR signal, the sum of mobile and solid water obtained from the QE experiments is used. Subsequent data points are measured during desorption. The first clear feature of the plot is good linearity of relative signal vs mass (R 2 = 0.985). Second, as expected, it can be seen that the signal due to water chemically combined in nanocrystalline solids is approximately constant at about 24% throughout the desorption process. Third, it is noted that the extrapolated total signal line intersects the relative mass axis at about 0.723. This references the mass of a hydrogen free sample, i.e., containing neither mobile nor solid water. Therefore, it can be considered as a proxy of the initial anhydrous cement content (assuming negligible amount of hydrogen in, e.g., gypsum) per mass of the whole sample, i.e., cement + water. From this value, the actual gravimetric w/c is found to be equal to 0.38. This is slightly less than the actual w/ c of 0.40 used in the mix. This indicates that no appreciable curing water has invaded the sample after the water curing started at approximately 16 h after casting. If the curing water was able to saturate the cement, then the expected effective w/c ratio would be 0.43−0.44 (assuming chemical shrinkage after setting corresponding to 0.03−0.04 g of water/(g of cement) 29 ). 2.6.2. Effect of Changing Temperature on the NMR Instrument. As is normal, the temperature of the actual NMR magnet was stabilized by the NMR spectrometer using electric heaters and fan-driven air circulation at 35 ± 0.005°C so as to stabilize the NMR frequency. This heating was independent from the probe head containing the NMR sensor coil thermally insulated from the magnet and for which separate temperature control was available as discussed in section 2.3.
It was ensured that (i) changes of the sensor coil temperature as the sample was heated did not affect the measured NMR signal so that the changes of the signal of water during sample heating/cooling were not affected by artifacts of the measuring system; (ii) heating the sample did not affect the magnetization stabilization temperature; (iii) NMR signal intensity changes with temperature for a reference sample were properly and fully consistent with the Boltzmann factor discussed below; (iv) the NMR spectrometer calibration at 20 and 38°C was materially the same; and finally (v) temperature changes occurred on the indicated time scale and that changes were adequately uniform across the sample. To that end a cement paste sample with embedded thermocouples was employed.
In addition, the following test was set up. A sample externally preconditioned at a low temperature of 6°C was inserted into the NMR magnet with the probe space set at a high temperature, 38°C. The sample heated rapidly. During this time, during which the system control temperature was maintained constant, changes in signal were measured. Even though such measurements required fast scans (1.5 min) in order to temporally resolve fast heating of the sample, and the results were prone to low S/N, the results clearly showed the same trend as those to be reported below when the temperature of the whole NMR probe was varied. Further, the same trend was observed with the opposite temperature setting; i.e., a sample externally heated to about 45°C was put in the device conditioned at 20°C. This clearly showed that the changes reported here were due to changes in temperature of the samplenot of the NMR probe.
These tests confirmed that the changes in NMR signal of cement paste seen with temperature are fully and only due to changes in the sample itself and are not an artifact of the instrumentation. Figure 3 . Normalized NMR signal intensity as a function of normalized sample mass during desorption for the series of w/c 0.40 samples (each point corresponds to a sample conditioned independently at a specified RH). Unity corresponds to the sample after water curing (from 16 h). The NMR signal is presented for total water (solid + mobile from QE experiment) and additionally for solid water only.
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N − and N + are the number of hydrogen nuclei in the upper and lower nuclear spin states, respectively, k B = 1.3805 × 10 −23 J/K is the Boltzmann constant, T (K) is the absolute temperature, and E (J) is the energy difference between the spin states. The latter is given by E = ℏBγ/2π, where ℏ = 6.626 × 10 −34 J s is Planck's constant, B is the strength of the magnetic field (for the device used, B = 0.17 T), and γ is the hydrogen nuclear gyromagnetic ratio. For 1 H, γ/2π = 42.577 MHz/T. The total NMR signal intensity is proportional to the difference in the number of nuclei between the two energy states (N + − N − ). In the absence of drying, the total number of nuclei (N + + N − ) remains constant. It can be readily seen that, according to the Boltzmann distribution, eq 2, the signal will decrease with increasing temperature. This is independent of the state of the water containing the 1 H. In order to account for this effect, signal intensities after temperature increase were normalized by the (temperature dependent) factor [(
When the temperature of the sample increases from 20 to 38°C, this factor becomes equal to 0.942.
2.6.3. Measurement Repeatability. During an isothermal hold, consecutive NMR measurements were seen to be constant; see low noise in Figure 6 . For saturated samples at isothermal hold, the standard deviation of repeat measurements did not exceed 0.01 of the total signal for any of the water populations.
To assess repeatability of the measurements, duplicate samples were measured for the w/c 0.40 and 0.50 pastes. Duplicates were prepared in completely independent mixings and the measurements were run after independent calibrations of the NMR setup on different occasions over several months. The repeatability of the measurements was also found to be very satisfactory, with differences in the resolved signal fractions of different water populations not exceeding 0.02 of total signal (and usually around 0.01). No significant shift of the peaks was observed due to the temperature change. Moreover, the peak positions were welldefined. Hence the peak positions averaged from measurements at the two temperatures were used to set the T 2 values for the constrained exponential fitting in all subsequent analyses (see section 2.5). In Table 1 the central T 2,i peak positions for different cement pastes tested are presented in the nominally saturated state (for w/c 0.40 and 0.50 pastes) and after sealed hydration (for w/c 0.25 paste). It can be seen in Table 1 that the values obtained for the w/c 0.40 cement paste are similar across different curing regimes and are in good agreement with literature; e.g., see refs 16 and 27, where typical T 2 times of 0.08−0.12, 0.25−0.50, 1, and 40 ms for the four populations are reported. For the w/c 0.25 paste hydrating in sealed conditions, shorter relaxation times were found, especially for the gel water population, which is likely due to desaturation of part of the larger gel pores due to self-desiccation. It is also possible that the relaxation times results of the w/c 0.25 paste may have been affected by the hydrophobic effect of the plasticizer used. 31 The relaxation times can be used to estimate the surface area, S, to volume, V, ratio of pores filled with water leading to a measure of pore size, d, using the so-called fast-exchange model of relaxation.
14,20
where λ is the surface relaxivity. For planar pores, S/V = 2/d and simple transformation of eq 3 yields d = 2λT 2 . Adopting the surface relaxivity after ref 28 as λ = 3.7 × 10 −3 nm/μs, gives the C−S−H interlayer water thickness as 0.73 ± 0.03 nm, the gel pore size as 2.4 ± 0.04 nm, the interhydrate spaces as 9.6 ± Figure 4 . Relaxation time for the w/c 0.40 cement paste: (a) relative frequency of the peak positions for the first three relaxation times split for the two different temperatures; (b) relaxation times and sizes of interlayer and gel water-filled pores (fast exchange model assuming planar pores) as a function of RH. Each point was calculated as the average from measurements at 20 and 38°C (at least nine scans spread over 12 h of isothermal hold at each temperature). Error bars correspond to 95% confidence intervals. 100% RH represents the state directly after limewater curing. Note that the gel pore T 2 decreases markedly with RH as the NMR signal arises only from filled pores, the average size of which decreases with RH. This is not true for interlayer spaces which, to a first approximation, are all the same size so that the T 2 does not decrease with RH.
The Journal of Physical Chemistry C Article 0.4 nm, and the large capillaries pore size as 0.38 ± 0.11 μm for the w/c 0.40 paste at full saturation (see Figure 4 ). For samples equilibrated over RH salts, the average T 2 values for the water in pores (but not the interlayer space) decrease as larger pores in each pore category progressively empty of water as has been observed previously. 15, 24 Hence the average filled pore size also decreases, Figure 4b. 3.2. Changes in Water Populations during Temperature Changes. In Figure 5 , the effect of temperature change on the water populations is presented for five different samples exemplifying different w/c and saturation (internal RH of the sample) conditions. Fast temperature change (20 min upon heating or 50 min upon cooling) causes a clearly resolved change of the signal fractions arising from different water populations for all studied w/c and different internal RH. Each data set in Figure 5a −d is separately normalized since the results correspond to different mixes, except the sample conditioned at 75% RH (Figure 5c ) for which the signal is normalized to the mass directly after underwater curing.
The w/c 0.4 as prepared (underwater cured from 16 h) sample is taken as an example (Figure 5a ). The temperature history is shown by the dashed line above the plot. Upon heating from 20 to 38°C there is a step decrease in the interlayer space water population (red line), an almost identical increase in the gel pore population (green line), and a small increase in the interhydrate and capillary population (blue line) such that the total is essentially a constant (black line). These changes are completely reversed when the sample is cooled back to 20°C, and the effects can be repeated at will.
In case it is thought that, in this sample the gel pores may not be saturated, it is noted that the thin 1−2 mm sample with earlier onset of curing had only about 1% higher water content. 
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Another difference compared to the sample with later onset of curing regarded higher capillary water content and correspondingly lower amount of gel water. This is likely due to the larger pores formed that were classified as interhydrate (here summed together with larger capillary spaces) instead of gel pores. Nevertheless, the changes in water population caused by temperature in Figure 5b were qualitatively and quantitatively the same as in the sample presented in Figure 5a .
Panels d and e of Figure 5 are for samples prepared with w/c 0.50 and 0.25. Similar changes continue to be seen. Hence the effects appear to be universal.
Due to the temporal resolution of the NMR measurements (about 24 min), the kinetics of the change could not be resolved. However, when fast measurements (with 1.5 min interval; results not presented here; see section 2.6.2) are run at an expense of the accuracy, the trend in the change of water populations could be still clearly resolved. Thus, it can be concluded that the change in the signal fractions follows the temperature changes without any resolvable delayed effect. During an isothermal hold (lasting 12 h at each temperature, or longer at the end of experiments, Figures 5a,b,d ) no delayed effect could be observed either.
The observation of no significant delayed effects is further supported by the experiments where slow heating/cooling ramps (12 h each) were applied, Figure 5c ,e. It can be seen that the change of the signal fractions is approximately linearly proportional to the temperature changes.
The observation that no irreversible effect is observed and that changes are symmetric with the direction of temperature change is further supported by an additional experiment. One specimen of w/c 0.40 was cured in limewater at 40°C for 28 days after casting (as opposed to curing at 20°C for other specimens). At that time, the sample was placed in the NMR setup preconditioned at 38°C and the same temperature steps as in the other experiments followed except with the difference of starting at 38°C instead of 20°C. The temperature history was therefore "opposite" to that in other samples. The observed changes of signal fractions were very similar (symmetrical) to those of samples cured at 20°C, and the relaxation times characteristic for different populations and the corresponding signal fractions were also very similar. The latter observation is in agreement with that of ref 28 , where no considerable effect of curing temperature on relaxation times characteristic for different populations at later ages was found in the range 20−40°C.
In addition to samples tested directly after 28 days of curing (either nominally saturated or sealed), w/c 0.40 samples equilibrated at different RH levels after the initial 28 days of limewater curing were also studied. As an example, the results for a sample conditioned after curing at 75% RH are shown in Figure 5c . The effects continue to be seen. Signal fraction changes follow the same trends as for the saturated or selfdesiccated samples though with decreased absolute signal intensities due to decreased water content due to the desorption process. NMR measurements on samples equilibrated at different RH enable pore-population resolved sorption isotherms to be drawn, Figure 6 . The sorption isotherms resolved for different water populations presented with continuous lines refer to the measurement at 20°C. The results are similar to those previously presented. 16 The effect of temperature is shown with the dashed lines. These show the water populations following a rapid temperature increase to 38°C
. The results indicate that the size of the population change above 75% RH is constant and that there is little or no change below about 30% RH and that there is progressively increasing change from 30 to 75% RH, although this last observation depends very much on the single data point at 54% RH.
DISCUSSION
In this section, the observed changes in water populations are discussed in light of the proposed mechanisms summarized in section 1. 4.1. Microstructure before Temperature Change. The discussion needs to be based on a microstructural model of hardened cement paste. Our results are consistent with recent NMR studies and therefore the model presented in refs 16 and 27. This model invokes a quasi-continuous sheetlike morphology and is similar to that proposed by Feldman and Sereda. 32 It is depicted in Figure 7a . In Figure 7 , the backbone C−S−H sheets of calcium oxide layers with silicate chains on either side 33 are drawn as solid black lines. Based on the mineral equivalent 14 Å tobermorite, where the center-to-center distance between the sheets is about 1.4 nm, the backbones are expected to be about 0.5−0.7 nm thick. 16, 33 Figure 7 depicts a region of C−S−H and shows only interlayer spaces and gel pores. The gel pores form between stacks of locally ordered sheets. In particular, Figure 7a shows the situation for a cement paste at 20°C and RH in the range 50−90%, before temperature change. At this reduced humidity all larger capillary and interhydrate pores (not shown), and some gel pores are already emptied of water. Note two things. The first is that discrete pores are assumed. As NMR senses only filled pores, the apparent average pore size decreases as pores are emptied. Moreover, for the sake of simplicity the water that could condensate in the tight corners of otherwise empty larger pores is not considered in the simplified scheme, but does not falsify the model in any case. The second is that residual water Figure 6 . Cement paste w/c 0.40: pore-populations resolved sorption isotherms (continuous lines) and effect of change in water fractions at temperature change from 20°C (continuous lines) to 38°C (dashed lines) or vice versa (the changes in fractions are symmetrical with respect to the direction of temperature change). The change takes place mainly between interlayer and gel water (decrease of interlayer and increase of gel water upon heating). Points at 100% RH correspond to measurements directly after 28 days limewater curing (curing started at 16 h), whereas points at 2% RH correspond to sample stored in a desiccator over silica gel flushed with dry nitrogen. Separate samples obtained from the same mixing batch were conditioned at each RH (drying to a given RH directly after underwater curing).
The Journal of Physical Chemistry C Article adsorbed on the walls of empty gel pores manifests as interlayer water and increases the interlayer signal with decreasing RH. Water molecules adsorbed on a single surface are in a weaker field than those confined in the interlayer (in the overlapping fields of two surfaces). However, considering that a spectrum of T 2 times is characteristic for the two supposedly separate water populations, they cannot be distinguished with the NMR, while they can both together be distinguished clearly from gel water or capillary water.
Consider now a rapid heating to, for example, 38°C, as in the experiments that leads to the changes in signal intensity observed in Figures 5 and 6 . In the following two sections, and with reference to the mechanisms presented in the Introduction, we discuss the two possible mechanisms that could explain the NMR results: (i) explicit migration of water within a (approximately) static microstructure and (ii) rearrangement of the microstructure revealed as changes in water populations.
Migration Mechanism.
The first mechanism that could be responsible for redistribution in water populations is the migration mechanism, presented as mechanism ii in the Introduction. That mechanism was based on the classical microstructural model of Powers 34 and assumes migration from gel to capillary pores. In view of the current microstructural evidence, we adapt it here to migration from interlayer spaces to gel pores [the gel and small capillary pores as viewed in Powers' model have sizes roughly corresponding respectively to interlayer spaces and gel pores as found with NMR]. The microstructure after redistribution is presented in Figure 7b . After removal of interlayer water, as suggested already by Powers, 35 the sheets are expected to move closer together forming a more dense stack with less interlayer water. Given the amorphous structure and that the interlayers have defects, it is not clear whether this process affects all spaces to an equal degree. The water leaving the interlayer spaces feeds the gel pores (see region ② in Figure 7b ). This mechanism is therefore consistent with the NMR results observed here. As the driving force, differences in entropy between different populations of water have been postulated. Alternate arguments based on pressure increase due to expansion of water in confined spaces may be invoked. Based on NMR data, no further comment is currently possible. However, movement of opposing sheets to a state with less interlayer water, referred to as thermal shrinkage, was claimed to take place on a time scale of hours to days and therefore lead to corresponding delayed contraction. 1, 2 Given that the changes in fractions of interlayer and gel water appear to be instantaneous with regard to the rate of temperature change, we can now, and for the first time, reject the hypothesis of delayed transport of water at the microstructural scale giving rise to delayed thermal deformations. However, it is possible that, in a parallel process, the quasi-instantaneous moisture redistribution on the microscopic scale, as evidenced here, and the resulting rearrangement of microstructure (see also next section) could cause a buildup of stress in the microstructure (c) Microstructure after heating according to the pore rearrangement model. In part b, the number of red circles between layers is less than in parts a and c, whereas in part c the number of true interlayers and surface layers that give rise to red circles is reduced. The total number of circles is kept constant between the schemes so as to represent constant water content in the samples during temperature changes.
The Journal of Physical Chemistry C Article and drive delayed deformations (analogous to creep under load) at the macroscopic scale. Our measurements could not detect this. It is necessary to mention that the microstructural redistribution of water observed in our measurements is not related to macroscopic transport of water and corresponding delayed deformations observed in saturated samples 3, 12 and denoted as mechanism i in the Introduction.
The effect of both the decrease in interlayer water signal and the increase in gel water signal vanishes at sufficiently low RH (below 54% RH; see Figure 6 ). One possible reason, in line with the migration mechanism, could be that water migrating from interlayer spaces at low RH is adsorbed on the large surface of otherwise empty gel pores. In NMR relaxometry a thin adsorbed layer of water is resolved as interlayer water. Another reason could be that repulsive disjoining forces between the interlayers result in a p dV term in the chemical potential that offsets the change in entropy set up by a temperature change.
One very important consequence of the water migration model is that it is capable of fully explaining the commonly observed increase of internal RH upon heating (or decrease upon cooling), 7, 8 as described in mechanism iii in the Introduction. The maximum size of gel pores containing water corresponds to the Kelvin radius and hence dictates the internal RH according to the Kelvin equation. Migration of water from interlayer spaces to larger gel pores upon heating would lead to increase of the Kelvin radius and hence increase of RH. This migration mechanism was also assumed in the studies by Wyrzykowski and Lura, 36, 37 where it was used to explain the changes of RH in pores upon mechanical loading (increase of RH upon uniaxial compression, decrease upon tension).
A further consequence of the fact that the changes in pore water fractions, and hence the changes in internal RH, take place quasi-instantaneously with regard to heating and cooling is that mechanisms ii and iii (see Introduction) are not in fact separate contributions to the overall thermal deformation but rather the microstructural origin and macroscopic effect, respectively.
There exist however an important argument that needs to be considered before accepting the migration mechanism. The decrease of interlayer signal and the increase of gel signal are observed as much in samples that were cured under water. Indeed this is true even for the thin samples for which underwater curing started before setting in order to ensure full saturation; see Figure 5b . It is therefore hard to accept that water can move from interlayer spaces to "empty" gel pores upon heating: there should be no empty pores. Although one might suspect that even in thin samples kept under water from such an early age some regions of empty porosity exist, we note that the increase in the gel signal and decrease of interlayer signal in these "saturated" samples occur notwithstanding the presence of a capillary water signal and that this signal increases only slightly. Filled capillary pores should ensure filled gel pores according to the Kelvin-Laplace equation. Moreover, in the unsaturated sample, if the migration mechanism were valid, water would first (or gradually in time) move toward empty capillary voids. This is not the casein the sample conditioned at 94% RH, even though the capillary voids are already emptied of water, and the gel pores are almost as saturated as after water curing, the water still moves to the latter upon heating and not to the available free capillary spaces; see Figure 6 .
Note however that the migration mechanism has so far implicitly assumed that there is sufficient empty space in the gel porosity for interlayer water to migrate into as temperature rises. Such an assumption is in fact not necessary, considering that the interlayer spaces should collapse as water migrates from them so as to enlarge neighboring gel pores. Indeed, this is likely to be a means by which migration can occur also in fully saturated samples. Such considerations provide a natural bridge to the pore rearrangement argument discussed in the following section.
4.3. Pore Rearrangement Mechanism. An alternative mechanism assumes rearrangement of the gel porosity rather than migration of water in the microstructure as the sample temperature is changed. The mechanism is roughly in line with that proposed by Gajewicz et al., 27 who used it as an explanation for changes of water populations upon drying and rewetting. They observed that when a cement paste is dried sufficiently to affect the interlayer spaces, upon rewetting a very similar total volume of water is immediately reabsorbed by the cement paste. However, the distribution of water populations across the different pore sizes immediately after rewetting is very different to that before. Whereas before drying the ratio of interlayer:gel:interhydrate/capillary water was about 1:2:0.1 (note that similar fractions are found also in our study, Figure  6 ), shortly after rewetting, water is found mainly in large interhydrate pores. With time, water is seen to redistribute to interlayer spaces and later also gel pores with a corresponding decrease in interhydrate/capillary pore water. Eventually (after about 10 days) the water distribution recovers to a state similar to that before drying. In samples exposed to less harsh drying where interlayer water remained, no such changing distribution of water populations was observed, and the fractions shortly after rewetting were similar to before drying.
To explain these results, Gajewicz et al. 27 proposed that when water is removed upon drying, surface energy or disjoining pressure forces the C−S−H sheets to deform (referred to as "zip up" in the original paper), locally forming thicker stacks and thereby creating fewer, but larger, gel pores (that have in fact sizes close to interhydrate spaces) than in the original microstructure. In the model that assumes constant water density, the overall porosity does not change. Upon rewetting, water first enters the now enlarged gel pores and only with time comes back to particular spaces between the C− S−H layers, "unzipping" them. Such a mechanism could similarly act upon temperature change.
The mechanism is schematically presented in Figure 7c . We postulate that, after heating, some C−S−H backbone sheets deform as a result of thermal expansion of solids, additionally amplified by thermal expansion of interlayer water. If two sheets that form a stack before the temperature increase (see sheets marked as ① in Figure 7a ) deform in the opposite direction, interlayer space is lost and additional gel pore is created. The water originally present in interlayer spaces now becomes gel water. To first order, this is additionally favored if the interlayer water is denser than the gel water (see the following section). In order to be resolved as gel instead of interlayer spaces, the interlayer spaces must open from the original 0.7 nm to only about 2.5 nm (planar pores). Therefore, if two straight parallel neighboring sheets buckle in opposite directions, they would need to widen the opening by about 0.8 nm on each side. This seems highly plausible if one considers that the planar dimensions of the C−S−H sheets are considerably larger than the gaps between them. Using a simple analogy of the C− The Journal of Physical Chemistry C Article S−H sheets to a beam fixed at both ends, for a given CTE and temperature change, one can estimate the initial length necessary to produce such buckling. Qomi et al. 38 estimated the linear CTE of the C−S−H as 15 (μm/m)/°C using molecular dynamics simulations, whereas Ghabezloo 39 obtained 14 (μm/m)/°C from an inverse poroelastic analysis. For a temperature difference of 18°C, an initial sheet length of 40 nm is estimated to be sufficient. This seems plausible and suggests that such a mechanism is possible.
The pore rearrangement mechanism can readily explain the changing water populations seen in fully saturated samples, Figure 5b . It could also explain the increase in the RH upon heating, given the new created gel spaces are larger than those filled before the temperature change.
There is however one important caveat. In their experiments Gajewicz et al. 27 observed fast reabsorption of water in previously dried samples followed by slow (days) rearrangement of porosity. In our measurements, the process is instantaneous on the time scale of the temperature change (minutes). A clear temporal dependence of shrinkage was postulated as an effect of microstructural changes (rearrangement of porosity) also by Maruyama et al. 40 The mechanism discussed here has been framed in terms of thermal expansion: it might be reframed in terms of the changing affinity with temperature of the interlayer space to water due to structuring of water around calcium ions, as reported for the AFm phase. 41, 42 4.4. Discussion: One Mechanism against the Other. It was observed in Figure 5c ,e that the changing signals occurred linearly with temperature. This can be accommodated in either mechanism. For instance in the migration model, the difference in chemical potential scales with temperature difference. Similarly, thermal expansion and the resulting change of pressure of water in confined spaces is also to the first order linearly dependent upon temperature difference. In the rearrangement mechanism a distribution of pore sizes and especially lengths of the C−S−H sheets can lead to the observed phenomenon of linear dependence of signal redistribution upon temperature change.
Water density too has largely been ignored in the forgoing discussion. NMR measures only the number of water molecules, a measure of mass. We postulate that a water molecule in the interlayer occupies on average a lower volume than in the gel pores. Higher "density" than that of bulk water was reported in ref 43 for interlayer water in clay (e.g., water in a layer of three-molecules thickness had estimated "density" of 1.16 g/cm 3 ). Water in nanometer sized pores (referred to as gel pores according to the Powers model, 34 which roughly corresponds to the interlayer pores according to the microstructural model followed here), was estimated in ref 34 as equal to 1.11 g/cm 3 . The latter value enabled estimations of the chemical shrinkage of pozzolanic reaction that were in good agreement with experimental data in ref 44 . A lower value of 1.05 g/cm 3 was reported in ref 45 . In any case, as water leaves the interlayer spaces, it expands due to this phenomenon over and above any thermal expansion. In either mechanism, this would lead to filling of larger gel pores and increased RH.
It is still very possible that the two mechanisms presented here as alternatives (migration vs rearrangement) could in fact act together; e.g., deformation of the C−S−H sheets, even if it could not create sufficiently large gel space, would in any case lead to lower attraction forces between the solids and interlayer water and could facilitate its migration; at the same time, migration of water from between the sheets would upset the equilibrium of adsorption and disjoining forces and lead to deformation of the sheets.
To summarize the discussion, considering the arguments in favor and against the two mechanisms presented above, it is not possible at this stage to fully support or falsify either of them. Further studies are therefore necessary.
■ CONCLUSIONS
1 H NMR relaxometry was applied for studying in situ the changes in water populations in cement pastes of different w/c upon temperature changes. The results show that thermal loading causes significant redistribution in water populations. Namely, the signal due to interlayer water decreases and the signal due to gel (and partially also capillary) water increases upon heating, while the opposite, fully reversible phenomenon takes place upon cooling. The process appears to be instantaneous compared to the rate of temperature change, which is likely due to the immediate vicinity of the interlayer and gel pores. The process is similar for different w/c tested here (0.25, 0.40, and 0.50). The changes in signal are highest at RH above about 75%, while the effect reduces at lower RH and practically vanishes in samples dried below 50% RH. Two possible mechanisms that could explain such behavior are discussed. The first is the water migration mechanism. Migration of water from interlayer to empty gel pores could fully explain the changes of RH upon heating commonly observed experimentally in cement paste, and therefore explain the moisture dependence of the CTE. This mechanism however cannot readily explain the fact that the changes in water signal take place also in fully saturated samples, where there should be no free gel space available and even the capillary pores still contain water, unless migration of water causes formation of new gel spaces at the expense of collapsing interlayer spaces. This points to another mechanism, rearrangement of porosity leading to rearrangement of interlayer pores to sizes in which they are resolved as gel pores. This mechanism can explain the results both at full saturation and in unsaturated samples. It is very possible that the two discussed mechanisms act simultaneously. Further studies are necessary to investigate in detail the microstructural mechanism responsible for the redistribution in water signals. This work presented evidence for a dynamic microstructure of cement paste associated with temperature but without any delayed effects. Thus, the hypothesis of microstructural delayed water transport being responsible for macroscopic delayed thermal deformations can therefore be directly rejected. It is however possible that the redistribution of water in the microstructure, even if quasiinstantaneous, leads to a buildup of stress and results in delayed macroscopic strains (analogous to creep under load). The complete story linking microstructure changes with temperature but without delayed effects as reported here, and sorption where there are both micro- 27, 40 and macroscale 3 delayed effects has yet to be fully worked out.
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